HEAL 2016 Network Leader Learning Circle
Monday, May 16, 2016 | Hilton Pasadena | 11:30 am – 5:00 pm

OBJECTIVES
- Participants will reflect on roles of coordinating agency and community engagement coordinators with partners and residents in implementation of strategies.
- Participants will identify opportunities to increase partner and resident capacity to work collaboratively.
- Participants will identify success measures and effective use of data for community engagement.

PRE-SESSION READINGS
Reyes, Rebecca and Malana Rogers-Bursen, 10 Ways to Overcome Barriers to Youth Engagement: http://everyday-democracy.org/tips/5-ways-overcome-barriers-youth-engagement, http://everyday-democracy.org/tips/5-more-ways-overcome-barriers-youth-engagement

HOMEWORK QUESTIONS
1. Community and youth organizers are a new required component of HEAL Phase 2. Why are these new positions critical for the success of the HEAL initiative?
2. How will partner organizations and agencies build their capacity to better work with resident and youth leaders?
3. How will we build a strong cohort of resident and youth leaders capable of sustaining the HEAL efforts?
4. How will the coordinating agency facilitate connections and trust between a new, more diverse set of stakeholders?
5. How will the organizers use data to empower resident and youth leaders?

AGENDA

11:30 – 12:30 pm Registration and Networking Lunch

12:30 – 1:00 pm Welcome, Introductions and Framing
*TBD, Kaiser Permanente
Judy Harper, Community Partners
Arpiné Shakhbandaryan, Community Partners

1:00 – 3:00 pm ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION AND WORKING SESSION PART I:
Hit the Ground Running (or “Patient Urgency”?) with Partners and Residents

After a large group discussion of the homework readings and questions, we’ll break into smaller roundtable discussions on HEAL Zone Phase 2.

- What’s your vision for how the coordinating agency, partners and organizers will work together for effective change?
• What are innovative approaches you’ve used (or plan to use) to engage, communicate with and sustain the work of resident and youth leaders?
• How will data collection, analysis and presentation be integrated into the proposed work?

3:00 – 3:30 pm Break

3:30 – 4:45 pm WORKING SESSIONS:
• Group 1: Network Leaders and Directors
• Group 2: Youth and Resident Organizers

This working session will also provide critical input into development of the HEAL Phase II learning activities. Building on the earlier discussion, Group 1 will outline a timeline of activities and benchmarks for building coordinating agency/partner capacity to work with youth and resident leaders; Group 2 will outline a timeline of activities and benchmarks for building youth and resident leadership.

4:45 – 5:00 pm Closing Reflections
Everyone!

5:00 – 6:00 pm Hotel Check-In

6:00 – 7:30 pm Networking Reception/Dinner